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Minecraft horror maps for 2 players

Minecraft is a sandbox style game in which players can do whatever they want. Whether building a massive structure or just trying to collect resources to survive, players are free to do anything they want. But, for people who want a little more structure and don't want to have to create their own fun, there are plenty of unique seeds and
pre-made game maps that can be loaded into the game to play through a totally different experience. Although the baseline game can be quite terrifying at times with all enemies spawning in dark caves and at night, the game can be even more frightening if the player unloads a horror-themed map that was designed to terrorise players.
To see 10 of the scariest Minecraft maps, keep reading! 10 Haunted Hide And Seek Haunted Hide and Seek is a map that puts a chilling twist on this classic childhood game. This map comes with multiple different game modes, which means that in addition to adding a new level of fun to Minecraft, there is also a ton for players to do.
From the ghost tag to trick-or-treating to a mini-game in which there's a creepy killer who threw himself on the map hunting every player, there's a lot to do on this horror-themed map that's almost scary. 9 Sir Axe Sir Axe is a horror-themed Minecraft map with a seriously harrowing story. The story of this game map is quite short, but it's a
creative idea and it's definitely fun for horror game fans to play over and over again in order to find all the hidden secrets on the whole map. 8 Crystal Fear Crystal Fear is a map that is totally focused on fighting enemies, something that is an important part of playing Minecraft. This game has the player along with an NPC that helps them
across the world as they take care of the damage that has taken over the map. Crystal Fear even has custom mafias that will be generated in the world, which means it will be a new adventure, even for people who are long-time players of Minecraft and I think they've seen it all in this adventure game. 7 The Jumper 2 The Jumper 2 is an
intense map that is more focused on adrenaline pumping challenges than real horror, but is definitely intense enough to be afraid for some players. The Jumper 2 presents several different challenges that players can take on to test their Minecraft skills and was completely built by their creators in creative mode, making the detail that went
into this map quite impressive. 6 The Rolling Asylum Hospital The Rolling Asylum Hospital is a exploration-based horror map in Minecraft that is definitely quite terrifying. On this map, the player assumes the role of a character who has decided to visit the Rolling asylum hospital Abandoned. Unfortunately, after arriving there, it becomes
clear that it is not all it seems and the player comes face to face with some terrifying forces. 5 Disparage Disparage is a horror map in Minecraft that is slightly different from some others because it is more story-based than based on challenges, mini-games, or just being in one that has a terrifying atmosphere. This map has the player
taking on the role of a teenage fugitive named Zach. Zach left home to get away from his tough home life, only to stumble upon something even more gruesome than the one he was running away from. 4 The Empty Nightmare nightmare is a challenge-based map that forces the player to go through a series of challenges to complete
certain goals. This map isn't necessarily a horror-based one as it's not full of jump scars or a terrifying story, but the challenge can be quite difficult and will definitely get the player's heart pumping as they try to make their way through and get out alive. 3 The Orphanage The Orphanage is a horror map based on the story of Minecraft that
has become super popular with fans of this game, but it's definitely worth checking out for people who are coming into the game and are looking for something creepy. In this game, the player assumes the role of a person who has been on the road for several hours and decides to take a break from driving. Unfortunately, a creepy
orphanage is the only place nearby for them to take refuge in. 2 Wait Wait is a unique map for Minecraft due to the fact that it is a puzzle-themed map, rather than a story one or a challenge map like some of the others on this list. Despite being based on puzzles, this map is definitely still a totally terrifying one with lots of secrets hidden
throughout it that will have players on the edge of their seats. 1 Night Shift On Halloween Night Shift on Halloween is a horror-based map in which the player controls a character who is working as a night receptionist in an office building. Being in this great building at night would be enough to scare anyone, but the ghost you've decided to
call it home for the night makes things even more frightening for anyone playing through this map. Next: Minecraft: 10 most hilarious skin packs in the following game elder scrolls forgetfulness: 10 Easter eggs you might have missed the first time through related Topics Page 1 of 20 horror maps are not for the faint of the heart. They
usually focus on a strange story and contain many jump scars. Subgenus: Halloween | Versions: 1.14, 1.13 Evelynn is a short adventure horror map for singleplayer Creator: ii_TrapxX MC Version: 1.15.2 Added date: 2020-11-28 Downloads: 719 Rating: Comments: 9 Experience the classic survival horror game in TRENCH GUN. Step
into the mind of a lone Russian soldier named Oskars, and survive an impossible mission in this world set in a fictional apocalyptic war. Bring the force back to the enemies! Creator: panR4IN MC Version: 1.16.1 Added date: 2020-11-28 Downloads: 753 Rating: Comments: 5 Abscond is tracking the Save the YouTubers map made by In
Abscond, you have to escape solving puzzles and keeping fear for your life. Creator: TheHeroBrain MC Version: 1.16.3 Added date: 2020-11-17 Downloads: 1,141 Rating: Comments: 11 Spine-Chilling: A Silent Hill Hill horror map! You've been here before. Silent Hill, a seemingly abandoned city where strange horrors lurk and terrifying
new surprises always await just around the corner. Explore the city of Silent Hill, solve your puzzles and defeat your monsters... or die trying. Creator: (EHT) MC VERSION: 1.16.3 Added date: 2020-10-30 Downloads: 2,348 Rating: Comments: 31 Pre-Christmas 1969, 13 days on the run... Your destination collides with an abandoned
hotel... But be careful... Looks can be misleading... Creator: _Caswell_ MC Version: 1.16.1 Added date: 2020-10-03 Downloads: 2,855 Rating: Comments: 66 It's midnight and you have to go to the supermarket, but something can go wrong... Creator: LavaBoi MC Version: 1.14.4 Added date: 2020-09-17 Downloads: 4272 Rating:
Comments: 57 A Short but Intense Minecraft Horror Experience. Creator: Flyingnoodles MC Version: 1.16.2 Added date: 2020-09-15 Downloads: 3,588 Rating: Comments: 32 Single Play is a puzzle, horror escape game.. Where a kidnapped student tried to escape his terrible fate, but many obstacles comes his way... Creator:
MCRedCreep MC Version: 1.16.1 Added date: 2020-08-28 Downloads: 2,944 Rating: Comments: 31 A short-lived emotion. Creator: levelonesucks MC Version: 1.16.1 Added date: 2020-08-22 Downloads: 2,461 Rating: Comments: 17 Something is harassing you. Something's hunting you. Can you escape a bloodthied alien before it's too
late? Creator: TheDragsterMC MC Version: 1.16.1 Added date: 2020-08-22 Downloads: 3,546 Rating: Comments: 22 Page 1 of 20 Hey guys don't assume that anyone knows of any good horror map that me and my roommate can play together? Not necessarily made for 2 players only those who you know we can open to lan and the map
will work well with both of us doing it! Also if you have any adventure and puzzle map recommendations too, but they are actually 2 player maps, that would be a bonus, but we have some in mind already making it mainly the horror map we are looking for. Thanks in advance! A list of Minecraft Horror Maps developed by the Minecraft
community. Halloween is just around the corner, and what better way to celebrate the spooky festival than some horrible Minecraft game? The Minecraft community has designed a wide range of customized maps for players to enjoy. Some of these maps are horror themed, which we think would go absolutely right with the Halloween.So
season without further a while, download one or all of these five creepy Minecraft maps and enjoy a great horror game.1. Image credits wraithing Trials: Minecraftmaps.com The Wraithing Trials is a wonderful horror map created in Minecraft that combines game elements like Between Us and Dead By Daylight. The map presents
disturbing mining village in which players begin their journey. On this multiplayer map, the players are cursed, one by one becoming wraiths who secretly hunt down and kill the rest of the players. You have to collect resources, craft tools and weapons, and find a way to wrinkles. Download the map here.2. Glaskin Cave Picture credits:
Minecraftmaps.com Glaskin Cave is a fantastic horror map in Minecraft that allows players to have a truly immersive experience, full of jump scars and scary ambient noises to shake their bones. The player is Paul Iskat, a detective who must venture into the bowels of Glaskin Cave, where three rangers have disappeared. Glaskin Cave
was the site of a massacre four years ago. Could the two events be related? Play to find out! Download the map here.3. Hello Neighbor Image Credits: Minecraftmaps.comHello Neighbor is a popular game that requires players to snout in the basement of the creepy neighbor, who has been harboring some secrets there. This map of
Minecraft is based on the same game, with the game that looks quite like the original. This horror map is a monoplayer adventure in which the player must find the courage to explore the house of the horrors of his neighbor. You'll encounter traps, obstacles, as well as the neighbor himself, which he could capture if you don't hide well
enough. Download the map here.4. Madness Image Credits: Minecraftmaps.comInsanity is a map of Minecraft that allows the player to have a terrifying experience as well as a great story to play with. The player will wake up to the sound of sudden knocks on his door, but answering the door will be the biggest mistake they ever make. A
map that combines elements of puzzle solving, parkour and combat, Madness is an absolute terror when playing alone. We recommend putting the volume on your headphones so that sounds and music set the tone for this incredible adventure. Download the map here.5. Night shift in Halloween picture credits: Minecraftmaps.com While
the whole world is celebrating Halloween, you are working in your office alone. You must have gone home early because you soon realize that some of the ghostly decorations in your workplace have come to life! Night Shift on Halloween is a short but fast and blood-pumping horror escape map in which the player is trapped in an office
and must find a way to survive before the ghosts of the building find them. Download the map here. Published: 24 Oct 2020, 14:25 IST IST
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